
THE KEEPER OF THE PASSPORTS                               …………………….by Beryl McGuinness 

Recently on a trip to Arizona I found out 

that I am the Keeper of the Passports, a 

dubious honour at best.  All I know is that my 

husband left his passport with boarding pass 

neatly placed between the covers in the mesh 

pocket of the seat in front of him on the plane – 

and somehow this became my fault. 

We were on our 2nd full day in Scottsdale and I had quite innocently asked if he 

wanted to put his passport in the safe with mine so we’d know where they both were 

when we headed home again on the Sunday. 

“Well, I gave it to you, don’t you have it?” 

The urge to say I wouldn’t be asking for it if I did have it flitted briefly through my 

mind but I refrained from saying this out loud.   

Instead I said, “I know I should have asked you for it when we went to the 

baggage carousel to pick up our checked bags “… when he interrupted with “Yes, that’s 

right, that’s your job – you are the Keeper of the Passports, that’s why I look after all the 

luggage so that you can make sure we have all the necessary paperwork organized to 

make everything run smoothly.  Showing the boarding passes, going through customs, 

declaration papers, that’s all your responsibility – mine is just being the baggage 

handler.” 

This was news to me!  I remember at a work “bonding” event finding out that 

some people were more motivated by having a title than they were by money which I 

found rather odd as I am more a just pay me well for working hard kind of a gal.  After a 

frantic search through dresser drawers, the closet, our suitcases, back pack and my 

purse there was nary a trace of the sacred document needed to get out of the country.  I 

tried to remember the last time I’d seen the passport.  We had to show a boarding pass 

to get on the plane so I knew it had come with us, I just wasn’t sure how far. 

We were heading into Phoenix so I could take photos of the grand art deco 

buildings in the downtown core that morning and since we were passing the airport on 

route, I suggested we stop there on the way to see if they had his passport. 



Now I have a very fertile imagination and my brain can whirl at a feverish pace 

going from mildly alarmed as in man, this means we’ll have to go to the Canadian 

Consulate and fill out papers and have to wait around for days to - oh my god, what if a 

terrorist now has his passport and at that precise moment is planning to board a plane 

with it or train/bus and blow it up so he can have his 40 virgins which he’d never be able 

to get otherwise.  Canada would again be blamed as a stepping stone to world chaos 

and my husband and I would be featured on the news as suspected terrorists.  This on 

the ten minute ride to the airport. 

Meanwhile my husband isn’t particularly worried as he’s sure it will turn up in our 

room somehow.  We parked in the short term parking lot and went up to the counter 

and explained our dilemma to the West Jet rep who took the particulars – our name, 

what day and flight number we came in on and said he’d be back shortly.  Within a few 

minutes the radio crackled and a voice asked what name was on the passport and lo and 

behold they had it.  You have no idea of the relief that flooded through me at that 

moment and how the panic level dissipated.   My husband was somewhat surprised that 

they had it as he was still convinced it was back in the room but we were both relieved 

they did.    I put it in my purse and we continued on with our day; once we got back to 

the hotel, I put it in the safe.  

 On the return flight, I guarded both passports with my life and filled out the 

declaration forms the minute they were passed out to us on the plane.  Once we had 

landed and were going through the line to get out, the machine you use to scan the 

form kept rejecting it even after a security agent tried to help us so we had to go to the 

counter and talk to a live customs agent.  She asked us if we had bought anything while 

we were in the States and my husband said he had bought some hats and the lady said, 

“What did you just say?” because she thought he had said he’d bought some hash.  I 

near died laughing (only on the inside, of course) but my husband didn’t find it all that 

funny.  Later on, I was talking to my brother on the phone and relaying the story of the 

lost passport.  When I was finished the tale he pipes up with, “Yes, you are responsible 

for the paperwork, the guys just make sure the bags get on the plane and off the 

carousel to the car”.  I guess at work I would have been written up and the next time 

something like this happened I would be fired.  Who knew?        

                                                                                        The end 


